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CCSM3 20th Century Ensemble: 1 member with similar pattern to obs.
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Substantial role for natural variability…
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Investigate role of natural variability
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Recap.

Large-scale coherence + interannual variability $\rightarrow$ important role for **atmospheric dynamics**.

***

Advection of **warm subtropical air masses** is key to start of spring.

***

Position and “waviness” of jetstream govern different flavors of **spring warming**.

***

Natural variability likely masks regional trends driven by warming on **interannual to decadal timescales**.
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Future work…

- Upper-level dynamics (Arctic ozone, troposphere height, etc)
- Near-surface dynamics (wind speed, SLP, etc)
- Seasonality (annual phasing, stratospheric warming, etc)
- Spring indices
- Satellite measures of greenup & snow
- Phenological observations
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